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ABSTRACT
We use local numerical simulations to study a vertically stratified accretion disk with a resistive mid-
plane that damps magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence. This is an idealized model for the dead
zones that may be present at some radii in protoplanetary and dwarf novae disks. We vary the relative
thickness of the dead and active zones to quantify how forced fluid motions in the dead zone change.
We find that the residual Reynolds stress near the mid-plane decreases with increasing dead zone
thickness, becoming negligible in cases where the active to dead mass ratio is less than a few percent.
This implies that purely Ohmic dead zones would be vulnerable to episodic accretion outbursts via
the mechanism of Martin & Lubow (2011). We show that even thick dead zones support a large
amount of kinetic energy, but this energy is largely in fluid motions that are inefficient at angular
momentum transport. Confirming results from Oishi & Mac Low (2009), the perturbed velocity field
in the dead zone is dominated by an oscillatory, vertically extended circulation pattern with a low
frequency compared to the orbital frequency. This disturbance has the properties predicted for the
lowest order r mode in a hydrodynamic disk. We suggest that in a global disk similar excitations
would lead to propagating waves, whose properties would vary with the thickness of the dead zone
and the nature of the perturbations (isothermal or adiabatic). Flows with similar amplitudes would
buckle settled particle layers and could reduce the efficiency of pebble accretion.
Subject headings: accretion, accretion disks — magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) — turbulence — pro-
toplanetary disks
1. INTRODUCTION
Turbulence and angular momentum transport in well-
ionized accretion disks are generated by the magnetoro-
tational instability (MRI; Balbus & Hawley 1991, 1998).
In weakly ionized disks, however, the efficiency of the
MRI is modified by non-ideal magnetohydrodynamic ef-
fects — Ohmic diffusion, ambipolar diffusion, and the
Hall effect (Blaes & Balbus 1994). These processes
are predicted to impact the dynamics of accretion in
the cool outskirts of cataclysmic variable (Gammie &
Menou 1998) and Active Galactic Nuclei disks (Menou
& Quataert 2001), and are dominant across most radii
in protoplanetary disks (for reviews, see e.g. Armitage
2011; Turner et al. 2014).
The simplest explicit model for the effect of the non-
ideal MHD terms was introduced by Gammie (1996),
who considered the damping of the MRI by Ohmic dif-
fusion in a disk with scale height h, Alfve´n speed vA and
resistivity η. By equating the minimum Ohmic damping
rate, η/h2, with the linear MRI growth rate on the same
scale, vA/h, he argued that local turbulence would be
damped for resistivities exceeding ηcrit ∼ hvA. For AU-
scales in protoplanetary disks this resistivity corresponds
to an ionization fraction of the order of 10−13, which is
larger than that expected at the disk mid-plane via ther-
mal or plausible non-thermal ionization sources. These
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considerations led to the prediction of an Ohmic dead
zone around the mid-plane in which η > ηcrit. In this
model, accretion preferentially occurs in non-thermally
ionized surface layers in which the MRI drives turbu-
lence. Simulations by Fleming & Stone (2003), using
a similarly simplified model that included only Ohmic
diffusion, verified Gammie’s qualitative disk structure.
However, they also showed that waves generated within
the MRI-active zones could leak into the dead zone, pro-
ducing turbulence and purely hydrodynamic stresses.
The presence of a dead zone can qualitatively change
the nature of protostellar accretion and planet formation.
For accretion, the dependence of the vertically integrated
stress α (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) on the surface den-
sity Σ determines whether the disk, at some radius r, is
able to attain a steady-state for a specified accretion rate
M˙ . Simple models of Ohmic dead zones do not in gen-
eral admit steady-states for all M˙ (Gammie 1996), and
are potentially vulnerable to a gravo-magneto limit cycle
instability (Martin & Lubow 2011) that has been conjec-
tured to be the origin of episodic accretion in Young Stel-
lar Objects (Armitage et al. 2001; Zhu et al. 2009). For
planet formation, the effective diffusivity D generated by
turbulent velocity fluctuations within the dead zone sets
the thickness, and hence the density, of settled particle
layers. Surface density fluctuations, on the other hand,
generate stochastic gravitational torques that may dom-
inate the excitation (and limit the growth) of planetesi-
mals (Ida et al. 2008; Gressel et al. 2011, 2012; Okuzumi
& Ormel 2013).
Although the relative importance of the non-ideal
MHD terms varies with density, temperature, and de-
gree of magnetization (Balbus & Terquem 2001; Kunz &
Balbus 2004; Xu & Bai 2015), in protoplanetary disks it
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2is often the case that multiple non-ideal effects are simul-
taneously important. At large disk radii (∼ 30−100 AU)
ambipolar diffusion is dominant (e.g., Desch 2004; Kunz
& Balbus 2004; Simon et al. 2013a,b), but on AU-scales
both Ohmic diffusion and the Hall effect modify the mid-
plane dynamics (Desch 2004; Kunz & Balbus 2004; War-
dle 2007; Lesur et al. 2014; Bai 2014; Simon et al. 2015),
while ambipolar diffusion is important in the atmosphere
(Desch 2004; Kunz & Balbus 2004; Wardle 2007; Bai &
Stone 2013a). Accurately capturing the full non-ideal
physics is computationally difficult, and the numerical
expense limits the feasible resolution and / or run length.
Here, following Fleming & Stone (2003) and Okuzumi &
Hirose (2011), we instead study the model problem of a
purely Ohmic dead zone, which we further simplify by
imposing a sharp vertical transition between the active
and dead layers. By examining the interaction of dead
zone and active zone gas in this controlled manner, we
are able to better understand the physical effects that are
observed in the simulations. We are particularly inter-
ested in determining the functional form of α(Σ), which
is the critical quantity for disk stability, and in studying
the nature of dead zone fluid motions and their implica-
tions for settled particle layers.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In §2 we describe
the numerical methods and initial conditions used. §3
presents the results of the simulations, including the scal-
ing of dead zone properties with dead zone thickness and
the nature of turbulence and large scale fluid flows in the
simulated disks. §4 discusses the implications for particle
settling and growth if large-scale circulatory flows, seen
in our simulations, are present in real disks. We wrap up
with our conclusions in §5.
2. METHODS
2.1. Numerical Algorithm
We compute the structure of Ohmic dead zones using
Athena. Athena is a second-order accurate Godunov
flux-conservative code that uses constrained transport
(CT; Evans & Hawley 1988) to enforce the ∇ · B = 0
constraint, the third-order in space piecewise parabolic
method (PPM) of Colella & Woodward (1984) for spatial
reconstruction, and the HLLD Riemann solver (Miyoshi
& Kusano 2005; Mignone 2007) to calculate numerical
fluxes. A full description of the Athena algorithm along
with results showing the code’s performance on various
test problems can be found in Gardiner & Stone (2005),
Gardiner & Stone (2008), and Stone et al. (2008).
We employ the shearing box approximation to simulate
a small, co-rotating patch of an accretion disk. Taking
the size of the shearing box to be small relative to the
distance from the central object, we define Cartesian co-
ordinates (x, y, z) in terms of the cylindrical coordinates
(R,φ, z′) such that x = R − R0, y = R0φ, and z = z′.
The box co-rotates about the central object with angu-
lar velocity Ω, corresponding to the Keplerian angular
velocity at R0.
The equations of resistive MHD in the shearing box
approximation are,
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0, (1a)
∂(ρv)
∂t
+∇·(ρvv−BB+I¯P*) = 2qρΩ2xˆi−ρΩ2zkˆ−2Ωkˆ×ρv,
(1b)
∂B
∂t
−∇× (v ×B)− η∇2B = 0. (1c)
Here ρ is the gas density, B is the magnetic field, P* is
the total pressure (related to the magnetic field and the
gas pressure, P , via P* = P + B ·B/2), I¯ is the identity
tensor, v is the velocity, η is the Ohmic resistivity, and
q is the shear parameter defined by q = −d ln Ω/d lnR,
which is 3/2 in this case of a Keplerian disk. An isother-
mal equation of state with a constant sound speed cs is
used,
P = ρc2s. (2)
We use a standard set of boundary conditions appro-
priate for the shearing box approximation. At the
azimuthal boundaries we exploit the symmetry of the
disk and apply periodic boundary conditions. At the
radial boundaries we apply shearing periodic boundaries,
such that quantities that are remapped from one radial
boundary to the other are shifted in the azimuthal
direction by the distance the boundaries have sheared
relative to each other at the given time (Hawley et al.
1995). In the vertical direction, we employ the modified
outflow boundary condition of Simon et al. (2013), which
are the standard outflow boundaries but with the gas
density extrapolated exponentially into the ghost zones;
this method reduces the artificial build-up of toroidal
magnetic flux near the vertical boundaries. Such outflow
boundaries can lead to significant mass loss, particularly
in the case of strong vertical magnetic flux (Simon et al.
2013). However, such drastic mass loss is not observed in
our simulations, consistent with expectations from our
magnetic field geometry as described below. In general,
these boundary conditions can break conservation, so
methods described in Stone & Gardiner (2010) are
used in order to keep the correct variables conserved.
Furthermore, we employ Crank-Nicholson differencing
to conserve epicyclic energy to machine precision. A full
discussion of these methods and Athena’s shearing box
algorithm can be found in Stone & Gardiner (2010).
2.2. Initial Conditions
We run all simulations using a domain size of Lx ×
Ly × Lz = 2H × 4H × 8H, where H is the scale height,
defined here as,
H =
√
2cs
Ω
. (3)
We assume that the disk is initially in hydrostatic equilib-
rium. Balancing the vertical component of gravity from
the star with the gas pressure gives a Gaussian density
profile:
ρ(z) = ρ0 exp
(−z2
H2
)
. (4)
We set ρ0 = 1 as the initial density at the mid-plane.
A density floor of 10−5 is applied to keep the Alfve´n
speed from getting too high (and thus the time step too
small) in the region far from the mid-plane. The density
3floor also prevents β (defined below) from getting too
low, which can cause numerical problems. We set the
constant isothermal sound speed cs = 1/
√
2, and choose
the angular velocity to be Ω = 1, which gives H = 1.
We initialize the magnetic field to be purely toroidal
with constant β parameter of β = 400, where β is the
ratio of the gas pressure to the magnetic pressure,
β =
2P
B2
. (5)
Note that a factor of 4pi has been subsumed into the def-
inition of the magnetic pressure, following the standard
definition of units in Athena (Stone et al. 2008).
The saturation level of MRI-driven turbulence is
known to be a function of the net vertical magnetic flux
(Hawley et al. 1995; Salvesen et al. 2016), which can ad-
ditionally give rise to outflows (Bai & Stone 2013b) and
to qualitatively distinct Hall physics (Lesur et al. 2014;
Bai 2014; Simon et al. 2015). Here, our primary goal is
to study the relationship between active layer turbulence
and motions induced by this active layer in an idealized
model of the dead zone, for which the actual saturation
level of the MRI is of secondary importance. For simplic-
ity, and to reduce the parameter space that needs to be
studied, we therefore choose a field geometry with no net
vertical magnetic flux. Consistent with this choice, we do
not observe strong MHD outflows from our simulations.
In order to seed the MRI, we apply random pertur-
bations to the gas pressure and velocity. Following the
procedure used by Hawley et al. (1995), the perturba-
tions are uniformly distributed throughout the box and
have zero mean. Pressure perturbations are a maximum
of 2.5% of the local pressure, and velocity perturbations
are a maximum of 5× 10−3cs. We employ a uniform nu-
merical resolution of 60 grid cells per H, giving a total
resolution of 120× 240× 480 zones per simulation.
2.2.1. Resistivity Profile
Five simulations were done, varying the ratio of the
surface density of the active zone Σactive to the total sur-
face density Σtotal. The surface density of the active layer
is physically set by a balance between recombination and
ionization from sources such as cosmic rays (Gammie
1996), X-rays (Igea & Glassgold 1999), and FUV pho-
tons (Perez-Becker & Chiang 2011). In most circum-
stances this balance is achieved on time scales that are
shorter than the turbulent mixing time between the sur-
face and the interior of the disk (Bai 2011). It is then a
reasonable approximation to ignore time-dependent ion-
ization effects, and take the column of ionized gas to be
fixed in space and time. Varying the active to total sur-
face density ratio is thus equivalent to changing the size
of the dead zone.
Physically, the resistivity varies with column density
as a smooth function whose form is set by the details
of the ionization-recombination balance. To more ac-
curately study the scaling of dead zone properties with
dead zone size, however, we ignore this complexity and
instead create a simple dead zone by imposing a sharp
vertical transition in the Ohmic resistivity using an error
function. Specifically, we adopt,
η = MIN(η1, η2) (6)
TABLE 1
Dead Zone Size
Run zcrit/H Active-to-Dead Mass Ratio
S 0.64 0.58
MS 0.93 0.23
M 1.16 0.11
ML 1.37 0.054
L 1.55 0.029
where
η1 =
ηmid
2
[
ERF
(
z + zcrit
hη
)
+ 1
]
, (7)
and
η2 =
ηmid
2
[
1− ERF
(
z − zcrit
hη
)]
. (8)
Here ηmid = 0.005 is the resistivity of the mid-plane,
hη = 0.2H controls how quickly the resistivity transi-
tions from the dead zone at the mid-plane to the active
region, and zcrit controls the height at which this tran-
sition happens. Note that zcrit is specified by the initial
conditions and remains fixed throughout the simulation,
it is not adjusted on-the-fly to account for changes in the
instantaneous vertical density distribution.
Depending upon the ionization source (cosmic rays or
X-rays) the ratio of active to total column at 1 AU in
a purely Ohmic dead zone model is expected to be of
the order of 0.1 to 10−2, if the underlying disk has a
surface density comparable to the Minimum Mass Solar
Nebula. Substantially smaller values of the order of 10−3
are possible if mass accumulates in the dead zone, as oc-
curs in some models for episodic accretion (Armitage et
al. 2001; Zhu et al. 2009; Martin & Lubow 2011). As
we show later, however, modeling extremely thin active
layers is numerically challenging, because the time scale
for kinetic energy in the dead zone to saturate becomes
prohibitively long. With this constraint in mind, we are
able to reliably model dead zones whose active to total
column varies between ∼ 0.5 and ∼ 0.03. The specific
values of this ratio, along with the corresponding values
of zcrit, are shown in Table 1. The corresponding resis-
tivity profiles are plotted in Figure 1.
The degree to which the resistivity suppresses the MRI
can be quantified by the Elsasser number, which com-
pares the MRI growth rate to the resistive damping rate,
Λ =
v2az
ηΩ
. (9)
We show Λ as a function of z in Fig. 2. Where Λ >
1, the most unstable mode of the MRI is unaffected by
ohmic diffusion. Where Λ < 1, the growth rate of the
MRI goes as ΛΩ (Sano & Miyama 1999). The initial
resistivity and magnetic field strength were chosen such
that Λ < 1 at the mid-plane to keep the MRI suppressed
in the dead zone, while maintaining a sufficiently small
resistivity such that the diffusive time scale does not limit
the time step.
The local wavelength of the most unstable MRI mode is
the greater of the ideal MRI wavelength and the resistive
MRI wavelength, given as (Sano & Miyama 1999),
4Fig. 1.— Resistivity η as a function of z for each of our simu-
lations, as labeled in the legend. The mass in the active zone as a
fraction of the total mass varies between about 0.58 (for simulation
“S”) and 0.029 (for simulation “L”).
Fig. 2.— The dependence of the Elsasser number, Λ on z for
each of our simulations, as labeled via the legend. The solid black
horizontal line shows where Λ = 1. The dead zone is defined here
as the region where Λ < 1.
λideal =
2pivaz
Ω
(10)
λresistive =
λideal
Λ
. (11)
With a resolution of 60 zones per H, these MRI modes
are well resolved in the initial conditions, with 20 zones
per MRI wavelength at minimum in the active region and
about 40 zones per wavelength in the dead zone.
3. RESULTS
3.1. General, Large-scale Properties
Illustrative properties of the simulations are shown in
Figure 3 and Figure 4. Figure 3 shows a rendering of
the velocity fluctuations in the simulation domain, while
Figure 4 shows space-time diagrams of the Maxwell and
Reynolds stresses for the small and medium dead zone
cases (note that the stress is not normalized to the mean
local density, and hence is not equivalent to a local α
value). It is clear from either figure that the imposed
resistivity profile delivers the expected morphology of an
idealized Ohmic dead zone. The Maxwell stress satu-
rates rapidly to a dominant level in the active zone, and
is damped to very low levels in the dead zone. The
Reynolds stress starts low in the dead zone and then
builds up over time. Fluctuations in the Reynolds stress
in the dead zone ultimately build up to be as high or
higher than in the active region.
Fig. 3.— The log of the velocity magnitude for the medium
sized dead zone run, plotted with darker colors indicating higher
velocity. The outer regions are clearly turbulent, transitioning into
more laminar flow at the mid-plane.
3.2. Saturation Time-scales
Figure 5 shows the time evolution of the kinetic energy,
Reynolds stress and Maxwell stress in the active and
dead zone regions, for the run with a medium-sized dead
zone. The stresses in the active zone saturate on a time
scale of 10-20 orbits, consistent with previous studies of
MRI-driven turbulence (e.g., Simon et al. 2009). The
properties of turbulent and non-turbulent fluid motions
in the dead zone, conversely, evolve in a substantially
different way. The dead zone Reynolds stress appears
5Fig. 4.— Space-time plots of the Maxwell stress = −BxBy (first
and third plots) and Reynolds stress = ρvxδvy (2nd and 4th plots)
for the small (top 2) and medium (bottom 2) dead zone sizes. The
quantities are averaged in the x and y directions. Note that the
color scales are kept constant for like-quantities across the runs.
to initially saturate on a rapid time scale, but continu-
ing the run reveals long (∼ 102 orbit) time scale, large
amplitude fluctuations. The kinetic energy, meanwhile,
grows essentially monotonically and saturates only after
approximately 300 orbits of evolution. (The dead zone
Maxwell stress also continues to evolve for a long time,
but at such a low level as to be physically uninteresting.)
As we will discuss later, the bulk of the kinetic energy is
associated with non-turbulent fluid motions, and hence
the kinetic energy evolves in a distinctly different manner
to the Reynolds stress. To quantify how the saturation
time scale depends on the dead zone thickness, we take
the most conservative (slowest saturating) measure and
Fig. 5.— Time evolution of the volume averaged Kinetic Energy,
Reynolds Stress, and Maxwell Stress (from top to bottom), for the
medium sized dead zone. The average over the dead zone is taken
from |z/H| = 0 to 0.5, and for the active zone from |z| = 2.0 to
3.3. In addition, the plots were smoothed by time averaging over
10 orbits.
define the saturation time to be when the average mid-
plane kinetic energy did not increase by more than 3
percent over 20 orbits. The saturation time increases as
the mass of the dead zone increases relative to the active
zone, as shown in Figure 6 and Table 2. This is quali-
6tatively consistent with the expectation that energy and
turbulence are being generated in the active layer and
injected into the dead zone, so that a larger dead zone
takes longer to saturate. However, the detailed evolution
of the kinetic energy as a function of time (both for the
dead zone shown in Figure 5 and the other runs) proved
hard to fit with a simple quantitative model of energy in-
jection plus damping. Clearly, though, some physically
realistic dead zones — for which the ratio of the active to
dead mass might be as low as 10−3 — would require very
long simulations, with well-controlled numerical dissipa-
tion — to model faithfully.
Fig. 6.— The saturation time as a function of the ratio of the
dead zone mass to the active zone mass.
3.3. Stresses and energies in the saturated state dead
zone
Having defined the saturation time for the different
dead zone sizes, we compute time-averaged vertical pro-
files of the Reynolds and Maxwell stresses using data
from the remaining portion of the runs. These stress
profiles are plotted in Figure 7. The mid-plane Maxwell
and Reynolds stresses both decline as the thickness of
the dead zone increases, but the Maxwell stress is always
negligible. Only the Reynolds stress is interesting for
physical purposes.
If Reynolds stress in the dead zone derives exclusively
as a consequence of energy transported there from the ac-
tive zone, then its magnitude ought to be set by an equi-
librium between energy injection from the active zone
and damping (which might be turbulent dissipation in
the dead zone, or leakage of dead zone energy back into
the active zone). We therefore expect a scaling of the
mid-plane Reynolds stress with the ratio of the mass
in the active zone to that in the dead zone. The de-
rived scaling is shown in Figure 8. A linear fit to the
〈ρvxδvy〉-maz/mdz relation provides a good description
of the numerical results at the disk mid-plane. As can
be seen in Figure 7, however, the mid-plane stress be-
comes extremely small for the thickest dead zone, and
this is reflected in the linear fit predicting that the mid-
plane stress goes to zero at finite dead zone thickness. We
do not expect this to be strictly correct, but the results
suggest that Ohmic dead zones have physically negligible
mid-plane stresses once the active zone column becomes
less than or of the order of 1% of the total disk column.
3.4. Transport Efficiency
The ratio of Reynolds stress to kinetic energy (KE) is
indicative of the efficiency of angular momentum trans-
port. The ratio is defined as,
〈reynolds stress〉
〈KE〉 =
〈ρvrvφ〉
〈ρv2/2〉 (12)
where the brackets indicate an average over a given spa-
tial volume. Table 2 contains this efficiency diagnostic for
the different runs, time averaged in the saturated state.
The dead zone spatial average is taken from from |z/H|
= 0 to 0.5, while the active zone is from |z/H| = 2 to 3.3.
These limits were maintained across the runs to compare
like quantities.
The efficiency in the active zone is about 0.17, inde-
pendent of the size of the dead zone, while the efficiency
in the dead zone scales strongly with the size of the dead
zone. The (hydrodynamic) transport efficiency for the
medium sized dead zone is about an order of magnitude
less than in the active region, where ideal MHD condi-
tions apply. There is a substantial further decline for the
larger dead zones. The large kinetic energy content of
the dead zone is thus largely irrelevant as far as angular
momentum transport goes, implying some combination
of (a) non-turbulent motions and (b) turbulence that at
the mid-plane is inefficient at transport.
3.5. Density Perturbations
The magnitude of density fluctuations is of interest, es-
pecially in the mid-plane where stochastic gravitational
forces from such fluctuations excite the velocity disper-
sion of planetesimals (Ida et al. 2008; Gressel et al. 2011;
Okuzumi & Ormel 2013). We define the amplitude of
density perturbations as,
δρ
ρ
(x, y, z, t) =
ρ(x, y, z, t)− 〈ρ〉xy(z, t)
〈ρ〉xy(z, t) . (13)
The time and volume averaged density perturbation is,
δρ
ρ
(z) = 〈|δρ
ρ
(x, y, z, t)|〉xy, (14)
where the over-bar represents a time average and the
brackets represent a volume average over the given di-
mensions.
The vertical profile of the density perturbations in the
saturated state can be seen in Figure 9 for each different
run. The perturbation in the active layer is relatively
consistent across the different runs, peaking at about
' 0.25 (i.e. moderately compressible). However, the
perturbation at the mid-plane decreases as the dead zone
size increases, being as high as 0.02 for the smallest dead
zone and 3× 10−3 for the largest. This diagnostic again
reveals that, while there is a large amount of kinetic en-
ergy in the dead zone, the fluid motions are essentially
incompressible and are not turbulent — even hydrody-
namically — in the same way as the active zone.
7Fig. 7.— Time averaged vertical profiles of the Reynolds stress (left) and Maxwell stress (right) for the different sized dead zones. The
sharp transition seen near |z| = 3 in the Reynolds stress for the ML and L runs corresponds to where the r modes (discussed in detail in
section 3.8) shut off. The r modes have a larger spatial extent in the ML and L runs due to the larger dead zone. Therefore the location
of the transition feature happens in a region of lower Reynolds stress, making the features most prominent in these runs.
DZ Size Sat. Time (orbits) Time Averages Reynolds active
dead
KE active
dead
Trans. Eff. Dead Trans. Eff. Active
S 120 150-230 40.1 11.6 0.048 0.17
MS 230 230-300 67.5 10.2 0.023 0.15
M 290 250-450 114 13.8 0.02 0.16
ML 430 400-700 2250 51 0.0098 0.18
L 490 500-800 4550 106 0.0041 0.18
TABLE 2
Summary of time and volume averaged values in the steady state.
Fig. 8.— The average Reynolds stress near the mid-plane as
a function of the ratio of the active zone mass to the dead zone
mass. Note that the mass ratio on this x-axis is inverted relative
to figures 6 and 11 to show the linear relationship.
3.6. Accretion Rates
Disks with dead zones are potentially subject to out-
bursts as the dead zone gains mass that can rapidly ac-
crete once mid-plane temperatures are high enough for
the MRI to set in (Armitage et al. 2001; Zhu et al. 2009;
Martin & Lubow 2011). These outbursts can be avoided
if the dead zone is sufficiently active, such as in the
steady state disk models of Terquem (2008). However,
such models generally require that the mass accretion
rate through the dead zone be larger than in the active
region. The simulations provide a means of estimating
Fig. 9.— The density perturbation profiles for the 5 runs, aver-
aged over the saturated state.
the accretion rates through the active and dead zones by
performing integrals ∝ ∫ ρα(z)dz. The dimensionless ac-
cretion rate from a single, constant z plane is calculated
as follows,
m˙(z)
mtotΩ
=
3pic2s
mtotΩ2
〈ρ〉xy
( 〈ρvxδvy −BxBy〉xy
〈P 〉xy
)
∆z, (15)
where mtot is the total mass of the shearing box. In Fig-
ure 10, we plot this accretion rate profile for each run.
We then integrate Equation 15 over z to calculate the ra-
tio of the mass accretion rate through the dead zone to
8the mass accretion in the active zone — parameter f in
equation 11 of Martin & Lubow (2014) — as a function
of the ratio of the dead to active zone masses. This ratio
is shown in Figure 11. The result is a non-monotic rela-
tionship in which f is less than unity for all plotted cases.
For the three smallest dead zones, the dominant effect is
that adding dead zone mass increases f simply because
there is more mass present in the dead zone to accrete.
However, for the largest two dead zones, the dominant
effect is that the stress is very low, which causes f to
be very small. Since f is not large, we expect then that
outbursts will generally occur (see Fig. 5 of Martin &
Lubow (2014)).
Fig. 10.— The non-dimensional accretion rate as a function of z
for the different dead zone sizes, averaged over the saturated state.
Fig. 11.— The ratio of the accretion rate in the dead zone to
the accretion rate in the active zone as a function of the mass ratio
of the two zones. The accretion rate was averaged over the region
defined to be the dead zone in table 1, which changes from run to
run. Time averaging was done over the saturated state.
3.7. Structure of the Turbulence
To further quantify the turbulent structure as a func-
tion of height, we use autocorrelation functions (ACF)
to characterize the degree of non-axisymmetry present
in the turbulence. The 2D ACF in the x-y plane for a
quantity f is defined as,
ACF(f(∆~x )) =
(∫
f(t, ~x )f(t, ~x + ∆~x )d2~x∫
f(t, ~x )2d2~x
)
, (16)
where ~x is the position in the x-y plane, ∆~x is the shift
in this position, and the over bar indicates an average
over time. With this definition, the ACF is normalized
by its maximum value at ∆~x = 0. The time averages are
performed during the saturated state for each run (see
table 2). An ACF was calculated in the x-y plane for each
z and time, and then averaged over the desired range
of z and time-interval. Examples of time and volume
averaged ACFs for the density perturbation and vz can
be seen in Figures 12 and 13 respectively.
From the figures it is clear that the structure of the tur-
bulence (or lack thereof) is a strong function of z, as ex-
pected for a disk with a dead zone. In the active zone the
density perturbation de-correlates over a short distance
scale, and the ACF is a small, significantly tilted ellipse,
consistent with previous studies (Guan et al. 2009; Simon
et al. 2012). Near the mid-plane the density fluctuations
are almost axisymmetric, consistent with the dynamics in
this region being dominated by spiral density waves. In
an intermediate region near the lower parts of the active
zone, the presence of the dead zone causes the turbulence
not to look like ideal MRI even where Λ 1.
The shape of the ACFs was quantified by fitting an
ellipse to the density perturbation ACF. The ellipse was
fit such that it had the minimum possible area while con-
taining at least 10 percent of the total value of the entire
ACF. In the case of the ideal MRI, prior shearing box
simulations show that the expected angle of the density
perturbation ACF is about −7◦ offset from the y-axis
(Guan et al. 2009). This angle is plotted as a function
of height for each run in Figure 14. In the active zone
(higher than z/H = 2.0 for all runs), the angle is near the
expected value for ideal-MHD MRI turbulence, while in
the dead zone the turbulent fluctuations are more closely
aligned along the y-axis. The degree of alignment gener-
ally increases as the dead zone thickness increases. We
also note that the angle measured at the very outer part
of the disc (|z/H| > 3.0) is discrepant as compared to
ideal-MHD expectations. This could be due to the influ-
ence of boundary conditions near the edge of the box, or
because the magnetic pressure dominates the gas pres-
sure in this region, quenching the MRI and thus changing
the expected structure of turbulence in this region.
The ACFs of the magnetic field components are consis-
tent with no magnetic activity in the dead zone and the
expectations of the ideal MRI from Guan et al. (2009) in
the active zone. However, the ACF of the vertical veloc-
ity displays distinctly different behavior. In the active
zone, the vertical velocity ACF has the modestly non-
axisymmetric structure that is characteristic of turbu-
lence in the active zone, as seen in the ACF of other quan-
tities. However, near the dead-zone mid-plane, there are
coherent, large-scale structures in the vertical velocity.
We analyze the properties of these structures further in
the next section.
3.8. Large scale velocity structures in the dead zone
9Fig. 12.— Autocorrelation functions for the density perturbation for the medium dead zone (top) and large dead zone (bottom). Moving
from left to right, the ACF is calculated using planes |z| = 0 to 0.5, 1.0 to 1.5, 2.0 to 2.5 and 3.0 to 3.5. Each plot is 2H on a side. The
plots on the left show that perturbations near the mid-plane get sheared out by the background flow, while perturbations in the upper
layer are smaller and less aligned with the y-axis.
Fig. 13.— Autocorrelation functions for the vertical velocity for the medium dead zone (top) and large dead zone (bottom). Moving
from left to right, the ACF is calculated using planes |z| = 0 to 0.5, 1.0 to 1.5, 2.0 to 2.5 and 3.0 to 3.5. Each plot is 2H on a side. The
large scale circulation modes can clearly be seen in the leftmost plots, while the plots on the right corresponding to the upper layers are
consistent with the structure of MRI-driven turbulence in the ideal MHD limit, as seen in other quantities and previous studies (e.g., Guan
et al. 2009).
The structure of the large scale velocity field in the
dead zone is shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16. Fig-
ure 15 shows a snapshot of the vertical velocity in the
x-z plane (averaged over y) for the medium sized dead
zone simulation. Figure 16 shows the vertical velocity in
the x-y plane at the mid-plane at a number of different
time slices. In the example shown, the vertical velocity
is dominated by a mode with a horizontal wavelength of
H, which is coherent vertically between about z = ±2H.
Two of these modes fit within the radial extent of the
shearing box. An inspection of the time sequence of
snapshots at z = 0 shows that the large scale velocity
structures take the form of a low frequency oscillatory
meridional circulation. A Fourier analysis shows that the
frequency is approximately 0.036Ω, implying a period of
about 4.5 orbits. This dominant (primary) mode is not
the only such structure present. Figure 16 shows half a
cycle of the oscillation. When the dominant mode is at a
minimum, a weaker (secondary) mode with wavelength
2H/7 is apparent. We have examined how the kinetic
energy is partitioned between small-scale and large-scale
fluid motions as a function of height. As is clear visually,
small scale kinetic energy dominates by a factor of a few
in the active zone, while conversely large scale kinetic
energy dominates by a factor of a few in the dead zone.
The spontaneous development of large scale velocity
structure in the simulated dead zone is somewhat surpris-
ing, and we have made various checks to assess whether
similar structures would be present in real disks. We
first note that similar features were already seen in the
shearing box simulations of Oishi & Mac Low (2009),
which were run with a different code (Pencil). Those au-
thors also found evidence for similar modes (though with
reduced amplitude) in simulations where the isothermal
equation of state was changed to ideal. We are there-
fore confident that the large scale circulation is not a
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Fig. 14.— The angle of the density perturbation ACF away from
the y-axis for each of the dead zone runs as a function of z.
Fig. 15.— A snapshot from the medium-sized dead zone run of
the vertical velocity in the x-z plane, averaged over y. The figure
clearly depicts the presence of two vertically coherent updrafts /
downdrafts, stretching throughout the dead zone region.
numerical artifact of the Athena code, though as we
will discuss below, the manifestation of disk modes in
the shearing box approximation can differ from those ex-
pected in a physical disk. We have also verified that the
mid-plane of the simulated disk is stable to within a grid
cell over the course of a vertical oscillation cycle. This
implies that our use of a resistivity profile that is fixed in
z, rather than being specified by column density directly,
is unlikely to drive the modes unphysically.
We interpret the standing wave pattern in Figure 16 in
terms of disk modes. We ignore the effects of magnetic
1
Fig. 16.— The vertical velocity plotted for the x-y plane at the
mid-plane of the medium-sized dead zone run. Time advances from
top to bottom by 3.5 Ω−1 each panel, showing half of a cycle of
this standing wave pattern.
fields that play a key role in the active zone. We apply
the approximation that the dead zone occupies the full
vertical extent of the disk in computing the mode struc-
ture. This approximation should approximately hold,
since the active zone involves only about 11% of the
disk mass and lies well outside the disk mid-plane re-
gion where the dead zone resides. In the notation of
Lubow & Pringle (1993) the implied wave angular fre-
quency from Figure 16 is ω ' 0.22Ω. Since plots in
Figure 16 are nearly independent of the azimuthal coor-
dinate y, we take these modes to be axisymmetric. The
only axisymmetric modes that have ω < Ω are r modes
(Lubow & Pringle 1993; Ogilvie 1998). These modes de-
rive their support from inertial and rotation forces. For
disks that behave adiabatically in the presence of vertical
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entropy gradients, buoyancy forces also play a role in con-
fining the mode near the disk mid-plane (see Figure 11
of Lubow & Pringle (1993), who referred to these modes
as g modes). In the simulations of this paper, buoyancy
plays no role, since the disk is strictly isothermal.
We suggest that the wave pattern in Figure 16 is the
lowest order (in terms of vertical structure) r mode. This
mode has no vertical nodes in the vertical velocity. Its
linear dispersion relation for an isothermal Keplerian disk
follows from equation (54) of LP93 with n = 0 (no verti-
cal nodes in the vertical velocity), κ = Ω (which is equiv-
alent to κLP93 = 1), and γ = 1 (isothermal perturbations
in an isothermal disk) and is given by
ω =
√
2 Ω
2
√
2 +K2 − |K|
√
4 +K2, (17)
where K = kxcs/Ω = kxH/
√
2 is the scaled radial
wavenumber.
The perturbations caused by the linear wave depend
on a scale factor that we take to be the vertical velocity
amplitude W . This amplitude depends on the strength
of forcing from the active layer. The standing wave prop-
erties are given by
vx(x, z, t) =
√
2W
( ωz
ΩH
)
sin (kxx) cos (ωt), (18)
vy(x, z, t) =−
√
2
2
W
z
H
sin (kxx) sin (ωt), (19)
vz(x, z, t) =W cos (kxx) cos (ωt), (20)
p(x, z, t) = 2
(
W ω z
H2Ω2
)
p0 exp (−z2/H2)
× cos (kxx) sin (ωt), (21)
where p0 is the unperturbed disk pressure at mid-
plane. Note that we have selected a phasing in which
vz(0, z, 0) = W . In the low frequency limit for fixed W ,
the pressure perturbation vanishes, while the wavenum-
ber diverges in lowest order as K = Ω/ω. The velocity
divergence does not vanish in this limit and is finite.
The radial boundary conditions used in the simulations
imply that there is a discrete set of radial wave numbers
in the disk with
kx =
√
2K
H
=
2pi`
Lx
(22)
for integer ` and Lx = 2H in the simulations presented
here. The discreteness is due to the limited box size.
The wave structures given by Equations (18) - (21) sat-
isfy this boundary condition for the radial wavenumbers
found in the simulations. The primary mode with ra-
dial wavelength H and the secondary mode with radial
wavelength 2H/7 identified in Figure 16 correspond to
` = 2 and 7 respectively. The level of excitation of these
particular modes is determined by the overlap of their
space and time dependences with these dependences for
the turbulence.
For the primary mode that has ` = 2, wavelength
H, and the wavenumber K =
√
2pi, the r mode dis-
persion relation given by Equation (17) evaluates to
ω = 0.2147Ω, in good agreement with the angular fre-
quency ω ' 0.22Ω that is determined by the time changes
in Figure 16 for the same wavelength H disturbance.
The agreement gives us confidence that we have prop-
erly identified this dead zone disturbance as being due
to the lowest order r mode.
We expect that the other (secondary) wave mode with
radial wavelength 2H/7 to be roughly similar to the pri-
mary r mode that has radial wavelength H and no verti-
cal nodes in the vertical velocity, n = 0, since both modes
are excited by the active layer turbulence. The n = 1 r
mode has zero vertical velocity at the disk midplane at
all times and therefore cannot explain the presence of a
vertical velocity in Figure 16. (The n = 1 mode may
exist, but is is not detectable in Figure 16.) A possible
candidate for this secondary mode seen in Figure 16 is
the n = 2 r mode which has a nonzero vertical velocity at
the mid-plane. The dispersion relation of Equation (17)
applied to this mode predicts a lower angular frequency
that is about half the frequency of the n = 0 mode.
Due to the substantial frequency difference between the
primary and secondary modes, we expect a substantial
phase difference between the modes when the primary
mode has zero vertical velocity. We then expect the sec-
ondary mode to have a nonzero vertical velocity at this
time, as seen in the middle panel of Figure 16.
We speculate on how the shearing box simulations
might carry over to a full disk. For a full disk, the radial
wave numbers would be continuous rather than discrete.
Furthermore, the waves would not generally be standing
waves. A mix of inwardly and outwardly propagating r
mode waves would be excited by turbulence in the ac-
tive layer. An outwardly propagating r mode with n = 0
becomes an outwardly propagating p (pressure) mode
when it propagates past its corotation radius that occurs
where Ω(r) = ω (Lubow & Pringle 1993). An inwardly
propagating wave remains as an r mode. An outwardly
propagating r mode with n > 0 reflects at corotation and
becomes an inwardly propagating r mode. These waves
would be subject to damping by shocks and interactions
with turbulence.
The flow pattern of an r mode is quite different for a
disk with buoyancy. Buoyancy acts to vertically confine
r modes near the disk mid-plane. The confinement con-
dition on z is that N(z) < ω, where N is the vertical
buoyancy frequency. For γ = 1.4, the r mode extends
over height |z| < 1.87ωcs/Ω2, which for ω = 0.2Ω, im-
plies |z| < 0.3H. The extent of driving the mid-plane
motions could also be affected, if the base of the active
region lies above this height. For any reasonably sized
dead zone, we would then expect a major change in the
vertical flow properties of a disk that undergoes adiabatic
perturbations.
4. IMPLICATIONS FOR PARTICLE DYNAMICS
Proceeding under the assumption that the wave modes
seen in the simulations are present in disks, we now ask
what impact they would have on the distribution of solid
particles. As Oishi & Mac Low (2009) noted, the low fre-
quency and non-turbulent nature of the vertical velocity
field means that there is no direct effect on particle set-
tling for the small (dimensionless stopping time τ  1)
particles generally assumed as progenitors for planetes-
imal formation. However, a low frequency vertical flow
could have the effect of “buckling” a vertically settled
particle layer, such that the mid-plane of the particle
layer coincides with the mid-plane of the gas disk only
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for a fraction of an oscillation cycle. For realistic ampli-
tudes, it is not clear that buckling of a mid-plane particle
layer would have directly observable effects. A buckled
particle layer would, however, suppress the rate of peb-
ble accretion (Lambrechts & Johansen 2012) on to larger
bodies that are aerodynamically or gravitational damped
to the mid-plane of the gas disk.
To estimate the potential importance of this effect, we
first determine the expected amplitude of the vertical os-
cillations that would be experienced by a settled particle
layer. To first order, the circulation modes discussed in
§3.8 have a sinusoidal time dependence at a given point
in the mid-plane,
vz = vz,0 cos(Ωct) (23)
where Ωc is the oscillation frequency of the circulation
mode and vz,0 is the peak vertical velocity of the mode
at the mid-plane. Under this assumption, the maximum
displacement of a particle that is perfectly coupled to the
gas is given by
∆zc =
vz,0
Ωc
. (24)
The circulation mode parameters and this estimate of
the displacement are given in Table 3 for each different
dead zone size. Because of the low frequencies involved,
the modest velocities (of the order of 0.1cs) are able to
induce vertical displacements that are of the order of H
for all of the dead zone sizes considered.
The buckling of the particle layer will affect the effi-
ciency of pebble accretion if the amplitude exceeds the
settled thickness of the layer. For particles with dimen-
sionless stopping time τs the thickness of this particle
layer can be written as,
Hd
H
=
√
Dd,z
τs
(25)
where Hd is the scale height of the layer and Dd,z is
the dimensionless vertical dust diffusion coefficient. For
particles that are well coupled to the gas (ts  Ω−1),
this diffusion coefficient is the same as the vertical gas
diffusion coefficient Dg,z, given by,
Dd,z = Dg,z =
Ω
c2s
∫ ∞
0
〈vz(t)vz(0)〉dt. (26)
The integrand is the auto-correlation function of the ver-
tical gas velocity (Zhu et al. 2015). In order to calcu-
late this parameter, a high frequency (10 snapshots per
Ω−1) 3D sample of data was output from the medium-
sized dead zone run over 5 orbits. To calculate the dif-
fusion coefficient without contamination from the circu-
lation modes themselves, the circulation mode must be
subtracted from the velocity. Given that the mode is
roughly constant across y and z near the mid-plane, the
circulation velocity vz,c was defined to be,
vz,c(x, t) =
〈ρ(x, y, z, t)vz(x, y, z, t)〉y,z
ρavg
, (27)
where ρavg is the average density over the mid-plane re-
gion being considered. The random velocity vz,random
entering into equation (26) is then taken to be,
DZ Size vz,0 Ωc ∆zc/H Dd,z τs,crit
S 0.10 0.039 2.56 1.4× 10−2 2.2× 10−3
MS 0.08 0.038 2.11 1.1× 10−2 2.6× 10−3
M 0.06 0.036 1.67 7.2× 10−3 2.6× 10−3
ML 0.03 0.024 1.25 2.8× 10−3 1.8× 10−3
L 0.014 0.024 0.58 4.6× 10−4 1.4× 10−3
TABLE 3
Parameters of the circulation modes, vertical particle
diffusion parameters, and critical τs values for each run.
vz,random = vz − vz,c. (28)
Using this random vertical velocity, the average auto-
correlation function over all points near the mid-plane
(−0.5 < z/H < 0.5) was calculated. This function,
shown in Figure 17, is well-behaved, and when inte-
grated yields a dimensionless vertical diffusion parameter
of 7.2×10−3 for the middle sized dead zone. We roughly
estimate this parameter for the other runs by assuming
that Dd,z scales with δv
2 at the mid-plane. Using equa-
tion 25, the scale height of the particle layer can now be
determined for a given stopping time τs.
  Fig. 17.— The average auto-correlation function of the random
vertical velocity for all points −0.5 < z/H < 0.5 as a function of
the lag time. The vertical diffusion parameter is the area under
this curve.
If the displacement due to the circulation mode is com-
parable to the scale height of the particle layer, the mode
will have a significant effect on the structure of the layer.
This criterion can be used to define a critical stopping
time τs,crit at which Hd and ∆zc are equal,
τs,crit =
Dd,z
(∆zc/H)2
(29)
These critical stopping time values are shown in Table 3.
The results indicate that, in general, particle layers with
τs ≥ 10−3 will be significantly perturbed by these circu-
lation modes.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have used local numerical simulations to study the
structure of Ohmic dead zones, that may be relevant
to accretion in protoplanetary disks (Gammie 1996) and
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in the outer regions of dwarf novae (Gammie & Menou
1998). By setting up a simplified, yet well-defined model
— that ignores the role of other non-ideal processes and
has a sharp transition between magnetically active and
inactive zones — we were able to run long duration sim-
ulations at high resolution in order to precisely quantify
how dead zone properties scale with the thickness of the
dead zone. We found that:
(i) The Reynolds stress, which dominates transport
near the mid-plane, scales strongly with the thick-
ness of the dead zone. For modest dead zones, in
which the ratio of magnetically active to inactive
column is of the order of 0.1 or higher, we find
α ∼ 10−4. Thicker dead zones, in which the ac-
tive column is only of the order of 1% of the to-
tal mass, have negligible mid-plane stresses. As a
result, small dead zones can have accretion rates
that are a significant fraction of the active zone ac-
cretion rate (10 to 30%), while larger dead zones
have accretion rates around 1% of the active zone
rate. This scaling supports models in which mass
can accumulate in the dead zone region, building
up a reservoir of material that can potentially ac-
crete rapidly (Armitage et al. 2001; Zhu et al. 2009;
Martin & Lubow 2011).
(ii) The structure of turbulence in the MRI-active re-
gion, at high z, resembles that seen in ideal MHD
simulations of fully active disks (Guan et al. 2009;
Simon et al. 2012). The hydrodynamic compo-
nent of the turbulence becomes more axisymmetric
and less efficient at angular momentum transport
towards the mid-plane, especially for thick dead
zones.
(iii) The time scale for saturation of the kinetic energy
in the dead zone is long (reaching ∼ 500 orbits for
the thickest dead zone studied). Most of the kinetic
energy is contained in large-scale, non-turbulent
fluid motions, which take the form of an oscillatory
meridional circulation that is extended in the verti-
cal direction. Similar fluid motions were observed
in independent simulations by Oishi & Mac Low
(2009). We identify this motion with the lowest
order r mode expected in a purely hydrodynamic
disk model (Lubow & Pringle 1993).
(iv) We expect the properties of the large-scale fluid
motions to depend upon the nature of the pertur-
bations (isothermal or adiabatic), and upon where
vertical driving of the mode occurs. Moreover,
the standing waves observed in our shearing box
simulations would likely be replaced by inwardly
and outwardly propagating waves in a global disk
model. However, if models similar to those we ob-
serve are excited to significant amplitudes in more
physical models of protoplanetary disks, the result-
ing buckling of settled particle layers could reduce
the efficiency of pebble accretion for small (τ  1)
particles.
Although purely Ohmic dead zones are an idealization,
the inclusion of non-ideal physics in disk simulations
frequently leads to vertical stratification of turbulent
properties, and regions of the disk where mid-plane
MHD stresses are negligible, as we have seen here.
Further simulations will be needed to determine if our
results for the scaling of Reynolds stresses, and for the
excitation of large scale fluid flows, carry over under
more realistic conditions.
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